I. STRUCTURAL AND SEQUENTIAL COMPARISON OF UCHS
A. Detailed analysis of investigated proteins: 3IRT, 2LEN, 4I6N, 4I6N-m -20388.87109 DOPE -19760.64453 DOPE -20098.47266 DOPE -19426.48633 FIG. H. Exemplary misfolded structures with 3 1 (unknot) topology. The misfolded structure from simulations (sandy) was rebuilt from Cα trace and overlayed with the crystal structure of 3IRT (rainbow). The arrows show the different arrangement of the chain. Below, the DOPE potential of rebuilt structure is shown. The averaged and smoothed dependencies Q(t) for each given temperature and each condition (bulk/confinement) were used to fit the equation:
DOPE
With all A i and k i positive and y 0 being the vertical shift (always close to 0). The number n ∈ {2, 3, 4} of exponential functions fitted was dependent on the fitting errors obtained. We fitted the maximal number of exponential functions, for which the errors were maximally of order of magnitude of obtained parameters. The fitting was done using QtiPlot with unscalled Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and tolerance 10 −5 . Obtained values are stored in the Tab. E and F. 
B. Determination of folding temperature
The most complete trace of Chevron plot were fitted with the equation where first part describes folding, second unfolding. As the limbs of Chevron plot in the Fig. 5 main text are both curved, we included the second order effect (dependence of x 2 ). The argument x represents the "concentration of denaturant", which in our case is the value − /k b T . The fitting resulted in parameters given in Tab. G. The minimum of fitted curve was found to determine the (kinetic) equilibrium temperature which was used in main text (approximatelly 114 for bulk and 120 for confinement).
C. Folding and unfolding times TABLE H. The characteristic times for the folding and unfolding processes of 3IRT in different temperatures. τ knot denotes the mean knotting time, τ Q is the mean time at when the system firstly hits the most probable value of Q in the folded state, and τ tot = Q|τ knot denotes the total folding time of 3IRT. Times for unknotting and unfolding are denoted as τ unknot and τ U Q ), respectively. The system is studied in both bulk and confinement, which is represented by 'bulk' and 'chap' respectively in this Table. Folding Unfolding 
IX. SHORT-LIVING KNOTS
A. Life-time and probability of short-living knots
Most common randomly knotted structures in unfolded state feature 3 1 or 4 1 knot. Probabilities of their occurences (fraction of trajectories in which a random knot occured) are presented in Tab. J and in Fig. L . Tab. J contains also τ lif e value being the mean life-time of the knot in given condition. 
X. CONTACT BREAKING PROBABILITY
The contact breaking rate was calculated by comparing the set of contacts between consecutive frames. For each contact (e.g. beetween residues 1 and 5) we identified the frames in which this particular contact was broken, i.e. the situations in which in one frame the contact existed, but it disapeared in the next frames. This number was then divided by the total number of frames in which a given contact existed. This fraction has a meaning of the conditional probability of contact breaking, given that the contact existed. Next, we calculated the mean probability for all contacts as a function of temperature. The same analysis has been done in case of any pairs of beads separated by at least 4 residues, which during simulations were closer than 6Å, but do not form a native contact (in total 23197 such pairs). Mean breaking rate (conditional probability) of contacts as a function of temperature. A: native contacts, B: pairs of beads not forming native contacts. The breaking probability for native contact for temperatures larger than 110 is always higher for bulk, then for confinement, therefore confinement stabilizes native contacts. On the other hand, the separation proability for pairs of beads nt forming native contact is higher for confinement meaning, that confinement destabilizes structures with spatial proximity of beads not forming native interactions.
